In this chapter, we will highlight conceptual physical approaches towards the fabrication of nanocomposite polymer latexes in which each individual latex particle contains one or more "hard" nanoparticles, such as clays, silicates, titanates, or other metal(oxides). By "physical approaches" we mean that the "hard" nanoparticles are added as pre-existing entities, and are not synthesized in situ as part of the nanocomposite polymer latex fabrication process. We will narrow our discussion to focus on physical methods that rely on the assembly of nanoparticles onto the latex particles after the latex particles have been formed, or its reciprocal analogue, the adhesion of polymer onto an inorganic nanoparticle. First, will discuss the phenomenon of heterocoagulation and its various driving forces, such as electrostatic interactions, the hydrophobic effect, and secondary molecular interactions. We will then address methods that involve assembly of nanoparticles onto or around the more liquid precursors (i.e., swollen/growing latex particles or monomer droplets). We will focus on the phenomenon of Pickering stabilization. We will then discuss features of particle interaction with soft interfaces, and see how the adhesion of particles onto emulsion droplets can be applied in suspension, miniemulsion, and emulsion polymerization. Finally, we will very briefly mention some interesting methods that make use of interface-driven templating for making well-defined assembled clusters and supracolloidal structures.
Electrostatic Interactions
When an inorganic nanoparticle has the opposite charge to a larger polymer latex particle, they will attract each other on the basis of Coulomb's law. The range in which this attractive force is felt depends on the charge densities and, more importantly, on the extent of the diffuse double layers of the two interacting colloids. If one wants to adhere more than one nanoparticle onto a polymer latex sphere, the small particles already present on the surface of the latex particle will influence the adsorption behavior of the next-to-be-adsorbed nanoparticle. The spatial distribution for sorption of the nanoparticles on the surface is logically influenced, and a close encounter can even locally be of a repulsive nature. This charge inversion is also the reason why typically only a single layer of nanoparticles can adhere onto the surface of the central particle.
The attraction between oppositely charged colloids can be understood and modeled using the DLVO theory [3] [4] [5] [6] . The DLVO theory links the van der Waals attraction between particles with the electrostatic effects resulting from the presence of a double layer of counterions. A detailed theoretical discussion lies outside the scope of this chapter. One of the difficulties of the DLVO theory is that an exact analytical description of interaction of overlapping double layers is only known for flat, infinite parallel surfaces. For spherical double layers, approximations need to be made or numerical theoretical simulations need to be performed.
Hogg, Healy, and Fuerstenau [7] developed their HHF theory to describe the interactions of two particles of different size. In 1985, Matijevi and Barouch [8] evaluated the validity of the HHF theory for the electrostatic interaction between two surfaces of different sizes for both unlike particles with potentials opposite in sign, and for particles with same sign potentials. The computational calculations overcame the problem of the accuracy in the evaluation of incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind, which is a direct consequence of a non-linearity of the PoissonBoltzmann equation. They concluded that for systems with dissimilar particles with either opposite signs or the same sign, the approximation of the HHF theory achieved good results. However, when potential differences increased, marked deviations from the HHF theory were found.
In 1976, Bleier and Matijevic [9] reported the interaction, in aqueous solution, of two different monodisperse hydrous chromium(III) oxide sols of approximate radii of 110 and 186 nm with poly(vinyl chloride) latexes of ca. 169 and 255 nm in radius and of relatively narrow particle size distribution. Zeta-potential measurements of the chromium(III) oxide sols as a function of pH in a 8.9 mM background electrolyte solution of NaNO 3 showed an isoelectric point (IEP) of pH 7.2-7.6. Below the IEP, the sols were positively charged and negatively charged above the IEP. Dispersions of the inorganic sols were stable below pH 4.6 and above pH 9.0. Both PVC latexes were stable and negatively charged throughout the pH range (3.0-11.0) investigated. They found that rapid coagulation of mixtures of the inorganic sol with the polymer latex occurred between pH 3.0 and 4.6. Because both individual dispersions were stable, this was therefore directly ascribed to mutual coagulation of oppositely charged particles. These experimental observations were in agreement with the earlier predictions by the HHF theory [7] . Obviously, bulk coagulation needs to be avoided. A logical parameter therefore is the geometric ratio of the sizes of the two different colloids involved: the larger the size, the easier it would be to avoid mass coagulation. Note that Vincent et al. [10] [11] [12] showed that small particles, in the presence of a low electrolyte concentration, can act as bridging flocculants of large particles of opposite charge.
Vincent and coworkers described the adsorption-desorption behavior of small positively charged polystyrene latex particles onto much larger negatively charged polystyrene spheres [13, 14] . In addition to surface charges, both sets of particles had a layer of adsorbed poly(vinyl alcohol) so that the influence of the extent of the diffuse double layer upon variation of the electrolyte concentration could be investigated. At low electrolyte concentration, the diffuse double layers are extended and the small particles adhere in a way that shows a relatively large spatial distance between them on the surface of the large sphere. The extended double layers effectively cause a strong and irreversible adsorption. The lateral repulsion force and the electrostatic adsorption force both decrease when the electrolyte concentration is increased. The spatial arrangement of the small particles may now experience a lateral net attractive rather than repulsive force, which leads to clustering of the nanoparticles on the surface. The adsorption behavior also can become reversible, being a direct function of the thickness of the sterically stabilizing poly(vinyl alcohol) layers around both the small particles and the larger latex spheres, and of the volume fractions of the particles in the system.
Hansen and Matijević [15] studied the adsorption of negatively charged (carboxylic acid functionality) poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) latex of average particle radius of 40 nm onto to much larger positive inorganic sols made from either hydrated aluminum oxide (particle radius 250 nm) or hematite (radius 272-276 nm). The polymer latex showed an IEP of pH 3.8, the hydrated aluminum hydroxide particles an IEP of pH 8.7, and the hematite had a value of pH 7.2, all measured in 0.01 M KNO 3 background electrolyte. Above the IEPs of these dispersions, the latex and the solids were negatively charged. The adsorption process of the smaller latex particles proceeded in a reversible manner, implying equilibrium conditions. The maximum number of small particles adsorbed onto a large particle was shown to increase with increasing KNO 3 concentration, reaching practically a "fully covered" monolayer. This is in agreement with the findings by Vincent [13, 14] . It was possible to compare the interactions energies obtained from the adsorption isotherm of the latex poly(methyl methacrylate co-methacrylic acid) onto positive oxide (alumina or hematite) to the calculated values according to the derived expression based on the two-dimensional Poisson-Boltzmann equation [16] .
Furusawa and Anzai investigated the heterocoagulation of a highly monodisperse amphoteric polymer latex (particle diameter 250 nm, IEP ca. pH 6.8 in 5.0 mM KCl background electrolyte, positively charged at low pH) onto various silica spheres (diameters 240, 460, 960, and 1590 nm; IEP ca. pH 3.0) dispersed in pure water or upon addition of various hydroxypropyl celluloses (HPCs) [17, 18] . Stable dispersions for both individual particles under the condition that they had opposite [20] surface charge only occurred in the narrow pH window between pH 5 and 6. Stable raspberry-like heterocoagulates were obtained when the ratio of the diameter of the silica to latex particle was greater than 3. For ratios of a lower value, larger irregular aggregates were obtained (see Fig. 1 ).
Harley, Thomson, and Vincent used thin-film freeze-drying scanning electron microscope (TFFDSEM) [19] as a visualization method to study the heterocoagulation of monodisperse anionic polymer latexes of various diameters made using potassium persulfate as initiator (i.e., polystyrene spheres of 696, 320, and 180 nm and a poly(vinylidene chloride) latex of 116 nm) onto a large cationic polystyrene latex of 2170 nm in diameter, using azobis(isobutylamidine)dihydrochloride as initiator [20] . Adsorption isotherms of the four sets of negatively charged particles onto the large cationic microspheres were of the "high-affinity" type, in 0.5 mM KCl background electrolyte. This was logical and ascribed directly to extended interacting double layers. The particles packed beautifully symmetrically onto the surface (see Fig. 2 ), implying that lateral electrostatic repulsion between neighboring adhered particles plays a key role. The influence of the concentration of the background electrolyte was beautifully captured in a series of images using the anionic poly(vinylidene chloride) latex of 116 nm, at KCl concentrations of 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and 5.0 mM (see Fig. 3 ). Increasing the background electrolyte concentration and thus effectively reducing the thickness of the double layer led to closer spatial arrangements of the particles onto the surface of the central microsphere. At the highest electrolyte concentration, one could even argue the onset of an attractive rather than repulsive force between neighboring particles.
Ottewill and coworkers used hetercoagulation as a route to hard core/soft shell polymer composites. Small cationic latex particles of poly(butyl methacrylate) were adhered onto the surface of larger anionic polystyrene latex particles [21] . Upon raising the temperature of the assembled colloidal dispersion, the poly(butyl methacrylate) latex particles underwent film formation leading to a smooth shell. Okubo examined the reciprocal concept of using heterocoagulation as a method for preparation of soft core/hard shell polymer composites. The source for hard particles, however, was not inorganic nanoparticles but cationic polystyrene spheres of 103 nm in diameter, assembled onto soft poly(ethyl acrylate-co-ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate-co-methacrylic acid) latex spheres of 714 nm [22] .
Xu et al. heterocoagulated cationic PMMA latex particles of an estimated 150-200 nm in diameter with various clays, Montmorillonite (GelWhite GP and Cloisite Na + ) and (fluoro)hectorites (Laponite RD, RDS, B, S, JS), having plate dimensions between 25 and 600 nm. No details on the stable colloidal armored structures were reported. Mass coagulation was induced in order to obtain a nanocomposite bulk material, which was further analyzed [23] . Chen et al. [24] added TiO 2 and SiO 2 /TiO 2 nanoparticles with a positive surface charge at a very low pH of 0-2 to both anionic and cationic latexes based on PMMA. A bulk nanocomposite blend was analyzed.
Voorn et al. heterocoagulated both anionic "hard" polystyrene and "soft" poly (iso-butyl methacrylate) latex particles onto large positively charged gibbsite clay platelets. The soft latex was allowed to spread and wet the surface of the clay platelets to form a more uniform layered film by curing at 80 • C [25] (see Fig. 4 ). At low number ratios of latex particles to clay platelets (i.e., <180) multilayered aggregates were formed. Increasing the amount of latex particles resulted in coverage of isolated clay particles. The use of small latex particles at low ionic strength proved beneficial to warrant overall colloidal stability [26] . 
Hydrophobic Interactions
It is common knowledge that amphiphilic molecules, such as sodium dodecyl sulfate, above a certain critical concentration in water form assembled structures in which the hydrophobic units are clustered together. The notice of a "hydrophobic effect" was brought to light by Walter Kauzmann, whilst studying forces that influenced protein denaturation [27] . An excellent critical review on interfaces and the driving forces of hydrophobic assembly was written by Chandler in 2005 [28] .
The hydrophobic effect is the tendency of nonpolar species to cluster in water in order to decrease the overall interfacial area between the hydrophobic species and water. It can be seen as predominantly driven by the large cohesive energy of water. Clustering of a set of individual hydrophobic particles into an agglomerate structure initially looks entropy driven. However, one should look at the overall change in free energy, and thus also at enthalpy. The latter is a measure of the average potential energy of interaction between molecules. Assembly processes that involve considerable changes in the number of molecular interactions, therefore could (also) be enthalpy driven.
There have been numerous attempts to define hydrophobic interactions, but there is no single one that can explain all experimental results [29] . In 1989, Eriksson [30] postulated that the long-range hydrophobic interactions (LRHFs) occurred due to structural changes on the boundary layers of water when in contact with hydrophobic surfaces. Attard [29] pointed out that the likely origin of the long-range hydrophobic forces is the formation of nanobubbles. Stillinger has suggested that the interface of liquid water near a large hydrophobic particle can be modeled analogously to a water-vapor interface [31] .
Yaminsky et al. [32] evaluated theoretically a hydrophobic surface in water with a contact angle of more than 90 • and concluded that the water-vapor cavity is thermodynamically favored at small separations.
The existence of such a hydrophobic "gap" between liquid water and the hydrophobic surface has been experimentally confirmed by, for example, Mezger and coworkers using high-resolution X-ray studies at the water-octadecyltrichlorosilane interface [33] . The reason is that the persistence of a hydrogen-bonded network of water molecules is geometrically impossible on a "large" (in excess of ∼1 nm) interface, and therefore leads to drying. This dewetting effect can lead to very strong interactions between hydrophobic objects, as seen for example in surface force measurements. When two hydrophobic objects approach each other, water is depleted from the region between the two objects [34] .
These hydrophobic interactions are reported to be "long-range" commonly covering distances of 1-100 nm [35] , greatly exceeding the interaction range of van der Waals forces. Singh and coworkers [36] investigated the hydrophobic effect between naturally occurring superhydrophobic rough surfaces (water contact angle of 170 • ) beneath a water surface, using force measurements in which a superhydrophobic tip was placed in contact with a flat superhydrophobic substrate, both immerged in water, the tip being subsequently retracted. They found a very-long-range hydrophobic interaction that was due to out-of-contact "cavitation" of the intervening water at tip-to-substrate separations ranging from 0.8 μm to an impressive 3.5 μm. Cavitation is a first-order phase transition, which was the reason for the observed sudden, strong attractive force identified as a vapor bridge spanning the tip-to-substrate gap.
Nagai and coworkers reported a study of heterocoagulation driven by the hydrophobic effect of cationically charged "hard" poly[styrene-co-(methacryloyloxyphenyl-dimethylsulfonium methylsulfate)], or "soft" poly[styrene-co-(butyl acrylate)-co-(methacryloyloxyphenyl-dimethylsulfonium methylsulfate)] latex particles of ca. 220-240 nm in diameter onto neutral microspheres of crosslinked polystyrene (8.5 μm in diameter) [37] . A separate study on the small cationic latex particles showed that their interface was hydrophobic, as the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) adsorbed onto the surface, clearly driven by a hydrophobic effect [38] . The assembly of the cationic latex particles onto the larger microspheres was studied against increasing NaCl concentrations, which influenced the packing patterns from individually spaced to clusters (see Fig. 5 ).
Self-Assembly of Amphiphilic Particles Driven by the Hydrophobic Effect
An interesting "molecular" approach using the hydrophobic effect to assemble gold nanoparticles was taken by Zubarev and coworkers who attached V-shaped (twin-tailed) amphiphilic polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) with a central carboxylic acid moiety (which binds to the gold nanoparticle), effectively giving biphasic, Janus-type characteristics [39] . Self-assembly led to wormlike aggregates (see Fig. 6 ). [39] Along this line of using amphiphilic features of particles to drive assembly using a hydrophobic effect, there has been a recent surge of interest in the fabrication and behavior of anisotropic "patchy" or Janus-type colloidal particles as a promising route to innovative nanocomposite materials [40, 41] . Whereas a thorough review lies outside our scope, we would like to highlight a few examples. Müller and coworkers prepared disc-like polymer Janus particles from assem-bled films of polystyrene-block-poly(butadiene)-block-PMMA triblock copolymer (SBM) [42] , selective crosslinking of the poly(butadiene) block, and dissolution via sonication, and then assembled them into supracolloidal Janus micelles. They revisited this in another paper and described the hydrolysis of the PMMA into poly(methacrylic acid) [43] . Again, assembly into supracolloidal micelles was driven by the hydrophobic effect. Chen and coworkers prepared polymeric Janus particles from divinylbenzene (DVB) and N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) via an yttrium hydroxide nanotube (YNT)-supported route. On removal from their support, these asymmetric particles assembled into flower-like supracolloidal structures (see Fig. 7 ) [44] . Granick and coworkers studied, both experimentally and by Monte Carlo simulations, the assembly of amphiphilic colloidal microspheres into clusters [45] . Not only supracolloidal spherical micellar structures were observed, but also wormlike strings. Fluorescent carboxylated polystyrene microspheres were partially coated (hemisphere) with a thin gold layer, the latter subsequently being modified with octadecanethiol to promote a hydrophobic nature. The hemisphere with the free carboxylate groups was occasionally made more hydrophilic by grafting of DNA oligomers onto the surface of the microsphere. With increasing salt concentration (KNO 3 ), a transition from unimers, spherical clusters, and wormlike strings was observed in both simulations and experiments.
Recently, Miller and Cacciuto explored the self-assembly of spherical amphiphilic particles using molecular dynamics simulations [46] . They found that, as well as spherical micellar-type structures and wormlike strings, also bilayers and faceted polyhedra were possible as supracolloidal structures. Whitelam and Bon [47] used computer simulations to investigate the self-assembly of Janus-like peanut-shaped nanoparticles and found phases of clusters, bilayers, and nonspherical and spherical micelles, in accordance with a packing parameter that is used conventionally and in analogy to predict the assembled structures for molecular surfactants. They also found faceted polyhedra, a structure not predicted by the packing parameter (see Fig. 8 ). In both studies, faceted polyhedra and bilayers coexist, a phenomenon that is still unexplained. 
Secondary Molecular Interactions
Beyond electrostatic and hydrophobic forces, the heterocoagulation process could be controlled by secondary molecular interactions. We will briefly highlight with some examples the hydrogen bonding, π-π interactions, and specific molecular interactions obtained from complementary DNA strands, and biotin-avidin complexation.
Hydrogen Bonding
Hydrogen bonding is one of the most common interactions that can aid the assembly process of colloidal particles. Hydrogen bonding is an attractive interaction of a hydrogen atom with an electronegative atom (typically oxygen, nitrogen, or fluorine) and, strengthwise, typically lies between van der Waals and ionic attractions. We restrict ourselves to mentioning some typical examples.
Armes and coworkers studied the preparation of polypyrrole particles in the presence of silica sols [48, 49] . Hydrogen bonding between the silica surface and the polypyrrole particles, in addition to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, led to raspberry-shaped nanocomposite colloids.
Yang and coworkers [50] assembled particles of poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate-co-acrylic acid) [poly(EGDMA-co-AA)] onto larger poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) [poly(EGDMA-co-VPy)] microspheres to form a core-corona structure with a raspberry-like polymer composite. They used a hydrogen interaction mechanism through an affinity complex between the carboxylic acid group and pyridine group.
Li et al. [51] prepared monodisperse microspheres by distillation precipitation polymerization of DVB and NIPAM with 2,2-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as initiator in acetonitrile, in the absence of any surfactant. Next, latex particles of poly(EGDMA-co-AA) were assembled onto the microspheres to afford a corecorona composite polymer particle with a raspberry-like morphology, strengthened by hydrogen-bonding interaction.
π-π Interactions
Li and coworkers [52] described the formation of supracolloidal balls with a mean diameter of 148 ± 5 nm by self-assembly of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles (6.0 ± 1.3 nm) that were functionalized with 2-carboxyterthiophene (TTP-COOH). The driving force behind self-assembly in DMF was shown to be π-π stacking of the thiophene units (see Fig. 9 ). 
Specific Recognition of Complementary DNA Strands
An interesting approach using specific multiple hydrogen-bond recognition is the functionalization of nanoparticles with DNA-based oligonucleotides. Mirkin and coworkers [53] functionalized two batches of Au colloids of 13 nm diameter dispersed in water with separate non-complimentary oligonucleotides, i.e., 3 -thiol-TTTGCTGA and 3 -thiol-TACCGTTG. Combination of the two separate functionalized gold nanoparticles led to a stable colloidal sol, the grafted oligonucleotides providing steric stabilization and thereby improving the stability of the sol to increasing temperature and/or electrolyte concentration. Aggregation of the gold nanoparticles was achieved by addition of a duplex consisting of 5 -ATGGCAACTATACGCGCTAG and 3 -ATATGCGCGATCTCAGCAAA, containing eight-base-pair sticky ends, complementary to the gold sols.
Valignat [54] demonstrated that this powerful assembly method could be used to lock reversibly directed assembled (with optical tweezers) microspheres grafted with complementary polymer brushes into a prearranged suprastructure (see Fig. 10 ).
Avidin-Biotin Recognition
There are alternatives to complementary DNA strand recognition, for example the strong interaction between avidin (or its related streptavidin) and biotin. Avidin is a tetrametric glycoprotein that has the ability to interact strongly with up to four biotin units. Biotin, also known as vitamin H or B7, is a soluble B complex of ureido(tetrahydroimidizalone) ring fused with a tetrahydrothiophene ring. The interaction between avidin and biotin is widely explored. An interesting example related to heterocoagulation of small polystyrene particles on larger silica microspheres was [54] reported by Fleming and coworkers [55] . Amine-functionalized silica microspheres of 5 μm diameter were either treated with biotin sulfosuccinimdyl ester, or reacted with avidin after activation of the silica spheres with gluteraldehyde. Biotin-labeled polystyrene particles of ca. 200 nm in diameter were made in a similar manner. However, avidin-labeled polystyrene particles were obtained by treatment of the biotin-labeled ones with excess amounts of avidin. Upon mixing the complementary colloids, strong adhesion of the polystyrene particles onto the surface of the silica spheres was observed. From earlier work by Chern [56] , it should be noted that avidin is not able to induce flocculation of biotin-labeled particles (diameter ∼549 nm), because its size (∼4 nm) is not large enough to bridge the overlapping double layers of the particles. The armored structure obtained by Fleming [57] is strengthened by the biotin-avidin interaction, although the heterocoagulation process itself is not induced by it.
Assembly of Nanoparticles onto Prefabricated Larger Particles via Repetitive Heterocoagulation: the Layer-by-Layer Technique
The layer-by-layer (LbL) technique for the assembly of nanoparticles onto a substrate can be seen as a repetitive extension of heterocoagulation. Driving forces for adhesion can in theory be based on the same interactions, i.e., electrostatic, hydrophobic, and secondary molecular interactions. For example, in the case of LbL assembly driven by electrostatic interactions, alternating layers of positively and negatively charged particles and/or (macro)molecules are deposited sequentially onto the underlying substrate, the latter obviously also undergoing surface charge-inversion in inverse alternating fashion [58] . Hydrogen bonding as a driving force to LbL self-assembly was investigated by Rubner et al. [59] and Zhang et al. [60, 61] . The LbL technique based on biotin-avidin recognition was described by Osa [62, 63] . The excess amount of material used is removed between steps. The LbL technique is easy to carry out and very versatile. Because of this, a great range of polyelectrolytes, biopolymers (proteins and nucleic acids), lipids, and inorganic particles have been used as building blocks in the preparation of multilayer composite films [64, 65] , and in the fabrication of micro-and nanometer-sized capsules, the latter introduced in 1998 by Donath and Caruso [66] [67] [68] .
Caruso et al. [69] reported the preparation of negatively charged polystyrene latex particles (640 nm diameter) armored with a nanocomposite multilayer of SiO 2 nanoparticles (Ludox TM-40; 26 ± 4 nm diameter) and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC). These two components were sequentially adsorbed onto the surface of the polystyrene latex spheres (see Fig. 11 ), after adsorption of a precursor polyelectrolyte multilayer film of PDADMAC/ [69] poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)/PDADMAC, which provided a uniformly charged surface and facilitated subsequent SiO 2 nanoparticle adsorption. The process was driven by electrostatic interactions. Using electrophoretic mobility (EPM) measurements, reversal of the ζ -potential after each deposition step was shown. Single-particle light scattering (SPLS) measurements showed the linear increase of the particle dimensions upon increasing SiO 2 /PDADMAC multilayer number. Electron microscopy showed the evidence of a stepwise multilayer growth, with TEM data yielding an average diameter increment of ca. 65 nm, corresponding to a layer thickness of approximately 32 ± 5 nm for each SiO 2 /PDADMAC layer pair. A similar approach was undertaken using nanoparticles of Fe 3 O 4 (diameter 10-15 nm) [69] .
Assembly of Nanoparticles onto Emulsion Monomer Droplets and their Subsequent Polymerization
In the previous section, we have seen that "hard" inorganic nanoparticles can adhere onto the surface of polymer latex particles via a stochastic process of collisions, which was referred to as heterocoagulation. Once deposited onto the surface of the latex particles, the strength of adhesion governed by attractive forces such as electrostatic attraction, the hydrophobic effect, and hydrogen bond interactions needs to outbalance repulsive forces and the entropy gain achieved when nanoparticles detach. This potential detachment of nanoparticles from the surface of the polymer latex particle is typically induced by the thermal energy of the system, k B T (where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature). What happens if we replace the polymer latex particle with a monomer droplet onto which we had first assembled the "hard" nanoparticles and then polymerized the now-armored droplet?
Pickering Stabilization: Adhesion of Particles to "Soft" Interfaces
The phenomenon whereby solid particles adhere onto an emulsion droplet (i.e., a liquid-liquid interface) was first observed and reported by Ramsden [70] and Pickering [71] in the 1900s. They found that these emulsion droplets were stable against coalescence, because the adhered solid particles effectively provided a barrier. Emulsions stabilized by adhered solid particles were coined Pickering emulsions [72, 73] . Hildebrand et al. [74] suggested that the reason the particles place themselves in the liquid-liquid interface is that they partially wet the two liquid phases. In line with the Bancroft rule for emulsification, which links whether a water-in-oil or oil-in-water emulsion is preferred for a certain type of emulsifying agent, the authors suggested that the type of emulsion produced by a solid powder is determined by the contact angle between the solid and the liquid-liquid interface: "In order for the powder to remain in the interface the angle must be finite, and unless the angle is 90 • , the interface will be on one side or the other of the points of contact of the particles, and its tension will cause the film to be concave on that side" [74] . The observations by Ramsden and Pickering that emulsion droplets armored with solid particles were "stable" against coalescence suggests that the particles are in essence trapped and cannot leave the interface to re-enter one of the two liquid phases.
Interaction of a Single Spherical Particle with a "Soft" Interface
Pieranski [75] developed a simple macroscopic model to calculate the free energy as a function of the position of a spherical particle with respect to the "soft" liquid-liquid (or, as was the case in his manuscript, a liquid-air interface). In this macroscopic continuous model, three interfacial energy (E) contributions can be derived as the product of the interfacial tension and the respective contact areas (see Fig. 12 for illustration of r and z):
γ p1 , γ p2 , and γ 12 are the interfacial tensions between the particle and liquid phase 1, the particle and liquid phase 2, and the two liquid interfaces. When we define the following dimensionless numbers: Fig. 12 Interaction of a sphere with a liquid-liquid interface on a macroscopic scale and in a continuous fashion. r radius of the sphere; z distance from the centre of the sphere to the interface we find for the relative free energy E 0 :
The equilibrium position for the particle can easily be found from:
For values of z min 0 between −1 and 1, the particle adheres to the liquid-liquid interface. The energy it will take to remove the particle from the interface into either the bulk of phase 1 or phase 2 can easily be obtained from:
Whereas this model gives a good feel for the order of magnitude of the energy well in which the particles are trapped, it is rather crude and thus a simplification of reality. It does ignore surface charges (chemical heterogeneity of the surface, or "patchiness") and potential morphological surface roughness of the spherical particle, and as previously mentioned it assumes absence of external fields (such as gravity), or flow. A problem also ignored is the three-phase interaction at the contact line between the two liquids and the particle. Gibbs already suggested qualitatively that this three-phase contact line should be treated as a one-dimensional "line tension", in analogy with the two-dimensional surface tension between the interphase of two bulk phases. An expression for the free energy as a function of particleinterface separation for a spherical particle of radius R, extended to account for line tension (τ), was given by Aveyard and Clint [76] , in which they basically added one extra term to the Pieranski equation:
As can be seen from this expression, the effect of line tension becomes increasingly important for smaller spherical particles as it scales linearly with the radius of the particle, whereas contributions arising from interfacial tensions scale quadratically. A debate on experimentally realistic values of line tension is ongoing, especially when the spherical particles become of nanoscale dimensions and line tension may become important.
One key question that remains is what is the validity of these macroscopic models when we scale the size of our spherical particle down to nanoscale dimensions? The liquid-liquid interface can no longer be modeled as flat (capillary waves need to be considered), and additional small-scale effects, such as discrete rather than continuous wetting of the spherical nanoparticle by the liquid molecules, need to be taken into account. Can this be reflected in line tension?
Cheung and Bon [77] used molecular simulations to investigate the behavior of a non-charged nanoparticle in proximity and adhered to an ideal liquid-liquid interface. In the model, a two-component Widom-Rowlinson (WR) fluid [78] was used to generate the two phase-separated bulk liquids and the corresponding soft interface, thereby neglecting electrostatic and attractive van der Waals forces. Calculated free energy profiles as function of the distance of the nanoparticle from the soft liquidliquid interface confirmed that macroscopic models, such as the Pieranski model [75] , gave a poor description of the energy well. The energy well was considerably wider, and thus the distance of interaction greater, between the particle and the interface. The reason for this is most probably due to the existence of capillary waves (the liquid-liquid interface can no longer be considered flat). Moreover, the smaller the nanoparticle, the larger the underestimation of the depth of the energy well by the Pieranski model, with deviations of up to 50%. The binding energy was found to increase quadratically with the radius of the nanoparticle, with an additional linear dependency (which could plausibly be seen as line tension). The overall good news from these simulations is that nanoparticles adhere considerably stronger to, and are trapped over a longer range by, the liquid-liquid interface than predicted by macroscopic models.
A question often asked is whether the parabolic energy wells as predicted by Pieranski have an activation barrier that prevents the particle from "falling" in spontaneously. One can argue that, especially for a large spherical particle, upon its approach to the soft interface, the interface needs to deform and liquid has to drain. This event adds an activation barrier that needs to be overcome for the particle not to bounce off the interface, and clearly the interfacial tension between the two soft bulk phases (liquid-liquid and liquid-air) and the viscosity of both phases play key roles. Note that a potential hydrophobic effect [28] can counterbalance such a barrier because the dewetting of the liquid between a hydrophobic particle and the hydrophobic liquid phase, or air, stimulates long-range attraction and eases the adhesion process.
Obviously one also should take into account the shape of the particle, as often the particles used will differ from spheres. This can clearly have dramatic effects on where and how the particle adheres to the interface when it tries to minimize energy from interfacial as well as line tensions. The three-point contact angle needs to be constant, which means that the contact line must undergo curvature in order to accommodate this. This has a pronounced influence on the interaction (of a longrange nature) between adhered particles on the surface. An in-depth discussion lies outside the scope of this review, but the interested reader is referred to (as a starting point) work by Vermant and coworkers [79, 80] .
Droplets Armored with a Layer of Adhered Particles
The above discussion only considers the existence of a single isolated particle on a liquid-liquid interface. Experimentally, however, the number of nanoparticles adhered to a single monomer droplet or growing polymer particle will be greater than unity. This means that particle-particle interactions, both attractive and/or repulsive in nature, need to be taken into account. An elegant example confirming the existence of attractive particle-particle interactions can be found in work reported by Russell and coworkers [81] . They prepared a dispersion of 2.8 nm (diameter) tri-n-octylphosphine (TOPO)-covered cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanoparticles in toluene. Upon introduction of a water droplet, the nanoparticles organized themselves onto the toluene-water interface. Introduction of 4.6 nm (diameter) CdSe nanoparticles let to displacement of the smaller ones from the liquid-liquid interface. A clear phase-separation was seen on the surface of the water droplet, showing distinct regions of the 2.8 and 4.6 nm CdSe nanoparticles, respectively.
When particles of a narrow particle size distribution (monodisperse) adhere to the interface of a spherical droplet, 2D crystallization can occur. As a direct result of the curved surface of the droplet, packing into infinite hexagonal 2D arrays is no longer possible. The determination of the packing geometry is often referred to as the Thomson problem [82] , generalized by Tammes. In short, there are 12 packing defects, either in the form of point dislocations or grain boundary scars (the latter for large droplets, which have a greater number of particles on the surface). Bausch et al. [83, 84] showed that for large droplets onto which thousands of microspheres were assembled, this rule of 12 defects prevailed in the form of five-and seven-neighbor line defects, or grain boundary scars. Bon and coworkers [85] studied a system of intermediate size (tens to hundreds of particles on a sphere), i.e., the packing patterns of silica nanoparticles on polystyrene latex particles made via Pickering miniemulsion polymerization [86, 87] . They found an excellent correlation between the experimental morphology and the nearest-neighbor distribution using metropolis Monte Carlo simulations, using a 12-24 Lennard-Jones potential. Moreover, they addressed the effect of the polydispersity of the nanoparticles used in preparing the armored droplets. They found that upon broadening of the particle size distribution, the packing geometry could no longer be described in terms of 12-point dislocations or grain boundary scars [85] .
Polymerization of Emulsion Droplets Armored with Inorganic Nanoparticles: Pickering Suspension and Miniemulsion Polymerization
We have seen from the above discussion that solid particles can adhere to a "soft" interface, and thus to monomer droplets. The effect of Pickering stabilization protects the droplets from coalescence. The use of solid particles as stabilizers in emulsion-based polymerization techniques was first described in open literature by Hohenstein [88, 89] for suspension polymerizations in the 1940s. Winslow and Martreyek [90] investigated the influence of both solid inorganic particles such as bentonite and Ca 3 (PO) 4 and organic stabilizers on the suspension polymerization of mixtures of DVB with ethylvinylbenzene. Wiley [91] , in 1954, showed that monomer droplets of styrene dispersed in water in the presence of Dowex-50 ionexchange resin beads or bentonite clay led to adhesion of the solid particles onto the surface of the droplets. The Pickering-stabilized droplets underwent so-called limited coalescence, a process that after a certain time period effectively yielded a stable set of solids-armored liquid droplets. Pickering stabilization could be promoted upon addition of, for example, gelatin and/or inorganic salts. Assuming monolayer adsorption of the colloid onto the surface of the monomer liquid droplets, Wiley was able to predict the average droplet size by assuming cubic (square) packing of spherical solid particles onto a spherical monomer droplet. This yielded the following equation, after a slight addition from Bon et al. to account for coverage:
in which R mon is the radius of the monomer droplet, R part the radius of the spherical Pickering stabilizer, C accounts for coverage (for full monolayer coverage following 2D square or cubic packing C = 1), and m and ρ stand for the masses and densities, respectively. In suspension polymerization, inorganic solids such as hydroxyapatite [3 Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 · Ca(OH) 2 ] are often used in conjunction with (polymeric) surfactants. Deslandes [92] reported in 1987 a study in which he investigated the morphology of the beads obtained in the suspension copolymerization of styrene and butadiene. A thin layer composed of very uniformly distributed hydroxyapatite particles was adhered to the surface of the polymer bead, and surrounded by a thicker and flakier layer of loosely packed agglomerates of hydroxyapatite and small polymer beads, which were also covered by a monolayer of inorganic matter. Despite this paper, studies on the use of solid particles in suspension polymerization remained focused on their effective use as stabilizers.
A shift of interest in the area of Pickering suspension polymerization towards the morphologies of the polymerized emulsion droplets was reported by Bon and coworkers [93] [94] [95] [96] . They demonstrated that microgels of poly(methyl methacrylateco-divinylbenzene) could be used to stabilize emulsion droplets composed of various monomers, i.e., styrene, DVB, and n-butylacrylate [93] . A substantial amount of hexadecane was added as porogen. Upon Pickering suspension polymerization, the in situ generated polymer phase separated towards the interface and formed an interpenetrating network with the microgel particles. A variety of microcapsules with a raspberry-type morphology were synthesized. They showed the fabrication of TiO 2 nanoparticle (ca. 150 nm in diameter) armored microspheres and capsules made via Pickering suspension polymerization of styrene and DVB. For the capsules hexadecane was used as non-solvent for the polymer [95] . Upon polymerization, the polymer phase-separated at the interface of the droplet. The average size of the capsules could be varied by altering the amount of TiO 2 nanoparticles. The polymer wall thickness could be controlled by variation of the monomer to hexadecane ratio. They also reported on the fabrication of complex silica-based microcapsules via a two-stage templating route [97] in which nanocomposite polystyrene latex particles armored with Laponite clay discs (made via Pickering miniemulsion polymerization) were used as Pickering stabilizer of emulsion droplets containing poly(diethoxysilane) and oil. Upon hydrolysis and sol-gel reaction of the poly(diethoxysilane), hollow capsules were obtained. The organic components could be removed via an additional calcination step. The capsule walls could be decorated on either the outside or inside with nanocapsules composed of Laponite clay.
A variety of other nanoparticles have been used in Pickering suspension polymerizations, including magnetic Fe 3 O 4 [98] [99] [100] and CdS nanoparticles stabilized by poly(ethylene glycol-block-styrene-block-2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate) [101] .
Wu and coworkers [102] reported on the inverse Pickering suspension polymerization of N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM). They used various sizes of silica particles, ranging from 53 to 962 nm in diameter, as solids stabilizer. Suspension polymerizations were successful for the silica particles of diameter <500 nm. Similar work was reported by Wang and coworkers. [103] .
Bon and Kumacheva and coworkers [104] demonstrated that monodisperse solids-stabilized droplets could be generated in a microfluidic flow focusing device, whereby the solid particles were initially present in the dispersed phase. Polymerization of the monomer droplets led to hybrid polymer microspheres. They also showed that non-spherical particles could be obtained by geometric confinement of the droplets in the channel [104, 105] .
A logical extension from Pickering suspension polymerization would be to miniaturize the size of the droplets into the regime of miniemulsion polymerization. Landfester and coworkers [106] described miniemulsion copolymerizations of styrene with 4-vinylpyridine in presence of Ludox TMA silica nanoparticles. The use of 4-vinylpyridine was required to warrant the fabrication of armored latex particles. Bon and coworkers [87] described the Pickering miniemulsion polymerization of styrene using Laponite RD clay discs as solids stabilizer in the absence of any auxiliary comonomer or surfactant. In a detailed mechanistic study [86] , they reported that this Pickering miniemulsion polymerization using Laponite clay discs (ca. 25 nm in diameter and 1 nm in height) was successful and yielded armored polymer latexes for a variety of hydrophobic monomers, including styrene, lauryl(meth)acrylate, butyl(meth)acrylate, octylacrylate, and 2 ethylhexylacrylate. Studying the polymerization rates, they found a pronounced retardation effect up to intermediate conversion, which was more prominent for smaller particles. A model was presented that allowed for prediction of the average particle sizes of the latexes produced as function of the amounts of monomer and clay discs used. A linear relationship between the number of clay discs used and the total surface area of the latex particles was shown. Key herein was that the sonication process to prepare the armored miniemulsion droplets warranted reversible adhesion of the Laponite clay discs throughout the emulsification step. Bon and coworkers [85] also performed Pickering miniemulsion polymerizations of styrene using spherical silica nanoparticles of approximately 25 nm in diameter (Ludox TM-40), in which the packing arrangements of the silica nanoparticles on the surface were investigated and modeled with the aid of Monte Carlo simulations. Zhang and coworkers used organically modified silica nanoparticles to carry out a Pickering miniemulsion polymerization of styrene [107] . The co-use of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 2-(methacryloyl) ethyltrimethylammonium chloride (MTC) as auxiliary monomer was also reported in the Pickering miniemulsion polymerization of styrene stabilized by silica nanoparticles [108] .
Bon, Keddy, and coworkers [109] demonstrated that "soft" armored polymer latex made via Pickering miniemulsion polymerization [i.e., poly(lauryl acrylate) armored with Laponite clay discs] could be used as a nanocomposite additive in standard poly(butyl acrylate-co-acrylic acid) waterborne pressure-sensitive adhesives (PSAs), leading to marked mechanical property enhancements (see Fig. 13 ). [109] A maximum tack energy enhancement of 45 Jm −2 was found in nanocomposite PSAs containing 2.7 wt% hybrid particles, which was about 70% greater than found for the PBA adhesive alone. In comparison, the tack energy for nanocomposites containing an equivalent amount of non-armored PLA, Laponite clay discs, or both did not lead to increases of the same magnitude, therefore showing a synergistic effect as a direct result of the supracolloidal armored structure of the clay poly(lauryl acrylate) additive.
Voorn and coworkers demonstrated the inverse Pickering miniemulsion polymerization of aqueous acrylamide and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate in cyclohexane using hydrophobically modified Montmorillonite platelets (cloisite 20A) as solids stabilizer [110] .
Assembly of Nanoparticles onto the Surface of Polymer
Colloids Throughout Emulsion Polymerization: Solids-Stabilized, or Pickering, Emulsion Polymerization
The use of a high-energy homogenization step to prepare the submicrometer-sized monomer droplets for the Pickering miniemulsion process could be a drawback for industrial scale-up. A better outcome could be achieved by the equivalent emulsion polymerization process in which solid nanoparticles were used as solids stabilizer.
Müller and coworkers prepared disc-like polymer Janus particles from assembled films of the triblock copolymer SBM and, after hydrolysis of the ester groups into methacrylic acid units, used these as Pickering stabilizer in the soap-free emulsion polymerization of styrene and butyl acrylate [111] . Armes and coworkers described the synthesis of PMMA/silica nanocomposite particles in aqueous alcoholic media using silica nanoparticles as stabilizer [112] , extending this method to operate in water with a glycerol-modified silica sol [113, 114] . Sacanna showed that methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane [115] in the presence of nanosized silica led to spontaneous emulsification in water, which upon a two-step polymerization procedure afforded armored particles with an outer shell of PMMA [116] . Bon and coworkers demonstrated the preparation of armored hybrid polymer latex particles via emulsion polymerization of methyl methacrylate and ethyl methacrylate stabilized by unmodified silica nanoparticles (Ludox TM-40) [117] . Performance of an additional conventional seeded emulsion polymerization step provided a straightforward route to more complex multilayered nanocomposite polymer colloids (see Fig. 14) .
The use of either styrene or butyl methacrylate as monomer led to stable latexes that were not covered by silica particles. Bon and coworkers proposed a mechanism for the solids-stabilized, or Pickering, emulsion polymerization that effectively combines coagulative nucleation with heterocoagulation throughout the polymerization process. The growing latex particles become unstable and collide irreversibly with the nanoparticles that are dispersed in the water phase. The key to successful polymerization is that this collision process is fast with respect to the timescales of particle nucleation and growth. [117] Wu and coworkers studied the silica-nanoparticle-stabilized emulsion polymerization of vinyl acetate, with the aid of a small amount of anionic reactive surfactant, 3-allyloxy-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonic acid sodium salt (HAPS) [118] . They argued that hydrogen bond interactions allowed for strong adhesion, and also commented on the mechanism of solids-stabilized emulsion polymerization.
Bon and coworkers carried out a study on the fate of the nanoparticles throughout solids-stabilized emulsion polymerization [119] . A quantitative method based on disk centrifugation was developed to monitor the amount of nanoparticles present in the water phase in solids-stabilized emulsion polymerizations of vinyl acetate, methyl methacrylate, and butyl acrylate. The concentration profile of nanoparticles in the water phase as a function of monomer conversion agreed with theoretical models developed for the packing densities in these systems [120] . Noteworthy was that in the case of silica-nanoparticle-stabilized emulsion polymerization of vinyl acetate, the event of late-stage limited coalescence, leading to small armored nonspherical clusters, could be predicted and explained on the basis of the concentration profiles and particle size measurements. Adjusting the amount of silica nanoparticles prevented this phenomenon.
Ma and Dai [121] reported the synthesis of polystyrene latexes armored with silica nanoparticles (10-15 nm in diameter, PA-ST silica sol, Nissan Chemicals) via solids-stabilized emulsion polymerization. They used VA-086, 2,2 -azobis [2-methyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)propionamide], as nonionic initiator. Whereas we found that Pickering emulsion polymerization of styrene using Ludox TM-40 and a low flux of radicals generated from potassium persulfate did not result in an armored latex, the hydroxyethyl groups probably enhance the wettability of the surface of the latex particles to promote silica adhesion. This was confirmed by a study undertaken by Bourgeat-Lami [122] , who showed that poly(ethylene glycol) monomethylether methacrylate (PEGMA) macromonomer aided the adhesion of silica nanoparticles in the surfactant-free solids-stabilized emulsion polymerization of styrene. They also noticed a reduced overall rate of polymerization due to the presence of the nanoparticles on the surface of the growing latex particles, which was earlier observed by Bon and Colver [123] in Pickering miniemulsion polymerizations. Similar results of reduced polymerization rates were reported by Zhang and coworkers, who studied the silica-nanoparticle-stabilized emulsion polymerization of methyl methacrylate in presence of hydroxyethyl methacrylate [124] . Song and coworkers performed photocatalytic emulsion copolymerizations of styrene and EGDMA with auxiliary monomers of acrylic acid or sodium styrene sulfonate, and in the presence of a cationic titania hydrosol. They found that the auxiliary monomers greatly promoted adhesion of the titania nanoparticles onto the polymer latexes [125, 126] .
Hybrid Polymer Colloids Through Assembly of Colloidal Building Blocks via Interface-Driven Templating
Mixtures of polymer latexes and inorganic colloids can be assembled into supracolloidal clusters with controlled spatial organization of the particles via geometric or interfacial-energy-driven confinement. Pine and coworkers [127] confined particles to the interface of emulsion droplets, after which the fluid was evaporated, leading to specific packing arrangements that depended on the original number of spheres per liquid droplet (see Fig. 15 ). Clusters of colloidal spheres included doublets, triangles, tetrahedral and more exotic polyhedra. This was extended using various combinations of two different colloids with several size ratios in water-in-oil emulsions: monodisperse silica or polystyrene microspheres for larger particles, and silica or titania nanoparticles for smaller particles. Not only the size but also the adhesion behavior of the individual colloids at the water-oil interface played an important role. Packing predictions were carried out with Surface Evolver and corresponded to the experimentally observed structures [128] . A third paper addressed formation of composite colloids in toluene-in-water emulsions in which polystyrene was added as macromolecular glue [129] .
Lee and Weitz showed that confinement of particles in the middle phase of double emulsion droplets and subsequent evaporation of this phase led to nanoparticle supracolloidal capsules [130] , also referred to as colloidosomes [131] .
Velegol used a so-called particle lithography technique in which colloids were deposited on a flat solid surface, after which heterocoagulation of macromolecules and or particles could take place on the exposed areas [132] [133] [134] [135] . Anisotropic assemblies of colloids can be manufactured via this route.
Xia and coworkers demonstrated the assembly of colloids into well-defined clusters by dewetting of aqueous dispersions of monodisperse particles across surfaces patterned with two-dimensional arrays of templates or relief structures [136] . [128] We have seen in this review that there are a vast array of physical methods that we can make use of in the design of nanocomposite polymer colloids. The classical approach of heterocoagulation can undergo a renaissance by exploring driving forces such as the hydrophobic effect and secondary molecular interactions. Self-assembly of complex anisotropic colloidal particles is already creating a whole new direction in the fabrication of supracolloidal structures.
The behavior of nanoparticles at soft interfaces and their ability to adhere to these strongly has great potential for further studies, especially in the area of solids-stabilized emulsion polymerization. The ability to control and understand mechanistically this process will allow the design of innovative hybrid polymer colloids.
Creative methods of templating, whether in droplets or on hard patterned surfaces, together with advances in lithography and colloid visualization methods, will also contribute greatly to a wealth of innovative supracolloidal structures.
